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BEFORE THE ARKANSAS WORKERS' COMPENSATION COMMISSION
CLAIM NO. G001300

AMBER BEARD, EMPLOYEE  CLAIMANT

ARKANSAS DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, 
EMPLOYER RESPONDENT NO. 1

ARKANSAS PUBLIC EMPLOYEE CLAIMS 
DIVISION, CARRIER/TPA RESPONDENT NO. 1

DEATH AND PERMANENT TOTAL DISABILITY
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OPINION FILED FEBRUARY 10, 2016

Upon review before the FULL COMMISSION, Little Rock,
Pulaski County, Arkansas.

Claimant represented by the HONORABLE LAURA BETH YORK,
Attorney at Law, Little Rock, Arkansas.

Respondent No. 1 represented by the HONORABLE ROBERT H.
MONTGOMERY, Attorney at Law, Little Rock, Arkansas.

Respondents No. 2 represented by the HONORABLE DAVID L.
PAKE, Attorney at Law, Little Rock, Arkansas.

Decision of Administrative Law Judge:  Affirmed and
Adopted.

OPINION AND ORDER

Claimant appeals from a decision of the

Administrative Law Judge filed June 4, 2015.

The Administrative Law Judge entered the

following findings of fact and conclusions of law: 
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1. The Arkansas Workers’ Compensation
Commission has jurisdiction of this
claim.

2. The employment relationship existed at all
times pertinent, to include February 10, 2010,
during which time the claimant earned an
average weekly wage of $395.65, generating
compensation benefits of $264.00/$198.00, for
total/permanent partial disability.

3. On February 10, 2010, the claimant sustained
an admittedly compensable injury growing out
of a motor vehicle accident, which resulted in
12% body as whole impairment, when she reached
the end of her healing period on May 14, 2012.

4. The claimant has failed to sustain her burden
of proof by a preponderance of the evidence
that the February 7, 2014, surgery for removal
of the L3 spinous process performed by Dr.
Jason E. Tullis was reasonably necessary in
connection with the treatment of her February
10, 2010.

5. The claimant has failed to sustain her burden
of proof by a preponderance of the evidence
that she was within her healing period and
totally incapacitated from engaging in gainful
employment for the period November 4, 2013,
and continuing through March 5, 2014.

6. The claimant has failed to sustain her burden
of proof by a preponderance of the evidence
that she has been rendered permanently and
totally disabled within the purview of the
Arkansas Workers’ Compensation statues as a
result of the February 10, 2010, compensable
injury.

7. The evidence preponderates that subsequent to
her February 10, 2010, compensable injury a
bona fide and reasonably obtainable offer to
be employed at wages equal to 55 or greater
than her average weekly wage at the time of
the accident was extended to the claimant by
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respondent #1, and, as such the claimant is
not entitled to permanent partial disability
benefits in excess of the 12% whole body
physical impairment, pursuant to Ark. Code
Ann. §11-9-522 (b)(2).

8. Respondents #1 shall pay all reasonable
hospital and medical expenses arising out of
and in connection with the treatment of the
claimant’s February 10, 2010, compensable
injury.

We have carefully conducted a de novo review

of the entire record herein and it is our opinion that

the Administrative Law Judge's decision is supported by

a preponderance of the credible evidence, correctly

applies the law, and should be affirmed. Specifically,

we find from a preponderance of the evidence that the

findings of fact made by the Administrative Law Judge

are correct and they are, therefore, adopted by the Full

Commission.

Thus, we affirm and adopt the decision of the

Administrative Law Judge, including all findings and

conclusions therein, as the decision of the Full

Commission on appeal.
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IT IS SO ORDERED.

                                   
SCOTTY DALE DOUTHIT, Chairman

                                   
KAREN H. McKINNEY, Commissioner

Commissioner Hood dissents.

DISSENTING OPINION

After my de novo review of the record, I must

dissent from the majority opinion. I would award the

claimant medical benefits, including Dr. Tullis’

surgery, and wage loss disability in the amount of 70%

in addition to her permanent anatomical impairment

rating.

The claimant sustained a compensable back

injury in a motor vehicle accident in February 2010, for

which she underwent four surgeries as well as

injections, therapy and other conservative care, yet

remained symptomatic. In August 2011, Dr. Hart noted

that he and several other physicians, including Dr.

Bruffett had evaluated her “complex” back injury and

stated that both he and Dr. Bruffett found that: 
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unfortunately her back is more complex than
initially thought. She has three levels of
disc disruption, the worst being the L4-5
level. We discussed before that the spine is
very complex. It cannot be replaced like a hip
or knee. It may boil down to management.

That is indeed what has happened in the

claimant’s care and condition. The first surgery was a

lumbar fusion in 2011. As the result of an infection at

the site, the claimant had a second surgery two months

later, in which the wound was treated, hardware was

removed and segmental stabilization of L4-S1 was

performed with spinal process clamps. This surgery

“thoroughly and completely failed... from the first day

after surgery,” according to Dr. Tullis. In April 2012,

the claimant had a third surgery, during which the L4-5

level was seen to be properly fused, while the L4

spinous process was observed to be fractured and freely

mobile. During that surgery the L4-5 and L5-S1 clamps

were removed. These surgeries were approved and paid by

the respondents. She continued to have low back and

right hip pain.

A CT scan in July 2012 revealed the same disc

bulging causing stenosis, as well as a “remote L3

spinous process fracture avulsion.” The claimant was

diagnosed with post laminectomy syndrome and right
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sacroiliitis, and in October 2012, she received

sacroiliac injections, which provided four days of

relief. Based upon this success, she underwent

radiofrequency neurolysis at the sacroiliac joint. She

was also prescribed an anti-inflammatory cream. 

By January 2013, the claimant’s back pain

increased, for which Dr. Nallu recommended a spinal cord

stimulator. She was then seen by Dr. Roman, who felt

that her pain was a result of opioid dependency and

withdrawal, and not true radiculopathy. Thus he did not

recommend a spinal cord stimulator, which would not

correct the cause of her pain. He recommended weaning

the claimant off of her opioid medications, stating that

this was an additional component of her back injury

which needed to be addressed. It is important to note

that Dr. Roman reversed his January 2013 position that

she did not have postlaminectomy syndrome, when in

November 2013, he specifically diagnosed postlaminectomy

syndrome.

The claimant endured another year of unhelpful

conservative care, and returned to Dr. Tullis in

November 2013. He observed a painful bump which was her

L3 spinous process, which he recommended removing.
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Shortly thereafter, Dr. Roman saw the claimant again,

noting that she might have to have surgery at L3. He

encouraged the claimant to continue the opioid weaning

process, while noting that the surgery would cause a

delay in that process. During this time, Dr. Tucker

evaluated her hip. An injection provided some relief. In

January 2014, Dr. Roman noted that the claimant has been

prescribed many drugs, without success.

The proposed spinous process removal surgery

was sent to medical review by the respondents. Removal

was not recommended, because there was no evidence of

avulsion, pseudoarthritis, or metastasis, because the

spinous process above a laminectomy “always feels

‘proud’ on palpation,” and because no diagnostic block

had been performed to determine if it was in fact a pain

generator.

Dr. Tullis performed the surgery on February

7, 2014, for her painful spinous process above a

previous laminectomy. She was seen in follow-up in March

2014. The tenderness where the spinous process was

located was completely resolved. She otherwise had some

improvement, but continued to have some low back pain

with pain, numbness, and tingling into her right leg.
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Dr. Tullis refilled her pain medications until she met

with her pain management physician. Dr. Roman determined

that he would leave the prescription of pain medication

to Dr. Tullis. 

In May 2014, Dr. Lovett noted the claimant’s

low back pain. She recommended a spinal cord stimulator.

Dr. Thomas also suggested a spinal cord stimulator in

September 2014. Dr. Mocek recommended that she try a

spinal cord stimulator first and if necessary a pain

pump next. A trial of the device provided significant

improvement, and in December 2014, Dr. Calhoun implanted

a spinal cord stimulator. She developed an infection in

the incision and the stimulator was removed in January

2015.

Both Dr. Tullis and Medicare felt the L3

surgery was necessary for her condition. In fact, the

claimant did experience complete relief of the pain

caused by the spinous process, indicating that the

surgery was reasonable and necessary. The record does

not support a finding that the surgery’s purpose was to

relieve all the claimant’s symptoms. The purpose was to

relieve the pain caused at the site of the spinous

process. That purpose was well-served with the surgery.
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In regard to the medical review, the claimant had a L3

spinous process avulsion documented in July 2013, which

satisfies the medical review’s statement that a painful

spinous process is justified in the presence of a

fracture with avulsion. The statement that there is no

such pathology on imaging is untrue. I would award the

claimant additional medical benefits in the form of the

treatment of her L3 spinous process. 

Dr. Roman’s opinion that the claimant’s pain

was caused by the prescription of opioid medications and

would therefore not be relieved by the spinal cord

stimulator is outweighed by two factors. First, despite

the weaning process, the claimant’s significant pain

level did not change. Second, five doctors recommended a

spinal cord stimulator for the claimant’s symptoms, and

each of these physicians was aware of her medication

regimen. The device was recommended in January 2014 by

Dr. Nallu, in May 2014 by Dr. Lovett, in September 2014

by Dr. Thomas, and in October 2014 by Dr. Mocek, and in

December 2014, Dr. Calhoun implanted the spinal cord

stimulator, which provided significant relief. She

developed an infection in the incision and the

stimulator was removed in January 2015.
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The claimant received a recommendation by five

physicians, all aware of her injury, treatment history

and medication regimen. She experienced improvement upon

the implantation. The failure of the stimulator was

strictly related to a persistent infection, not to the

appropriateness and necessity of its use. It worked for

her, until the infection forced its removal. Thus, it is

error to state that the spinal cord stimulator was not

reasonable necessary medical treatment. The evidence

supports a finding that the treatment was reasonable

necessary treatment of her compensable injury. 

The claimant was offered the opportunity to

return to work light duty according to her functional

capacity evaluation, in 2012, but this is insufficient

to bar her entitlement to permanent benefits in excess

of her permanent impairment rating. She had attempted to

return to work at light duty but was unable to perform

the essential duties and had to leave work after only an

hour and one-half due to her pain. The medical records

show that the claimant was being treated for significant

low back and radiating pain in 2012 and later. That

treatment included a wide range of medications, a third

surgery and the implantation of a spinal cord stimulator
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to manage her pain. Thus the record supports a finding

that the claimant was unable to meet the requirements of

the job offered in 2012, due to her ongoing symptoms.

Thus, there was no bona fide offer of employment to bar

her recovery of permanent benefits. It is significant

that the respondents provided vocational rehabilitation,

which is a very clear statement that the claimant was

unable to return to work in her condition and with her

skill set. 

The claimant attempted to find work in 2014

and 2015, and she worked with a vocational specialist,

but she was unable to find work. She credibly testified

that she would love to get back to work. The claimant

could sit for forty-five minutes and stand for ten

minutes. She could walk, depending upon her pain level.

She could walk the thirty yards to her mailbox. The

claimant could not drive more than forty-five minutes,

without having to stop and change positions. The

claimant took a muscle relaxer and a pain reliever

(Oxycodone) three times a day, and she used a Fentanyl

patch. She could not take her medications if she

intended to drive, because they caused drowsiness. If

she did not take her medications, she had significant
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pain. She could not do housework or laundry and had to

rely upon her family. She could fold clothes, if they

were brought to her. She could no longer perform all of

the cooking for her family. She could not mop.

The claimant’s ability to earn a wage has been

significantly diminished. She had a twelve percent

impairment rating, and based upon her physical

limitations and medications, she is entitled to a 70%

wage loss disability award.

I would award the claimant the additional

medical benefits of record, including the L3 spinous

process removal, which successfully relieved her pain at

that site, and the spinal cord stimulator which

successfully relieved her pain until infection required

its removal. I would award the claimant wage loss

disability of 70% in addition to her impairment rating,

based upon her medications, FCE results, her symptoms,

her actual physical limitations, and her willingness to

look for work.

For the foregoing reasons, I dissent from the

majority opinion.

                                   
PHILIP A. HOOD, Commissioner


